Policy on Collaboration on Consistency in Policy Language and Policy Implementation (Executive Committee)

Abstract

In the shared governance structure at San Francisco State University, it is the primary responsibility of the Academic Senate to develop policy and procedures regarding academic operations of the university and professional lives of faculty on campus. It is the responsibility of the Administration to implement those policies that are enacted. Academic Senate policy must align with the current Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA) and current executive orders (EO) from the CSU Chancellor's Office. For that reason, the Senate reviews its policies on a regular basis to update and amend as needed. It is imperative that information disseminated to faculty (either written or verbal) through any administrative unit, department head, or committee chair on campus is in alignment with the current CBA and current Academic Senate policy. Close collaboration and cooperation between the main policy drafting body, Academic Senate, and those responsible for implementing policy is central to mitigating confusion through the dissemination of conflicting information regarding policy critical to the professional development and daily responsibilities of faculty on campus. To ensure the greatest synchrony of information, and to reinforce a culture of transparency and open dialogue, this policy aims to put into place a process by which the Senate will review information being disseminated to faculty that refers either directly or indirectly to Senate policy. Furthermore, in the spirit of shared governance and collaboration, the Senate offers a service to the University through this policy.
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I. Justification and Purpose

The Academic Senate recognizes that there is always a good faith effort on the part of Administration to implement Senate policy in the spirit in which it is intended, but at the same time recognizes that all policy is subject to change. While Resolutions have been passed supporting both SF State and CSU concerns (i.e., RS96-148 and RS14-320), there is currently no process in place to formally ensure that implementation is consistent with most campus-based best practices.
and current policy, especially when it comes to disseminating information to faculty. In order to minimize the
dissemination of conflicting information between Senate and those charged with implementation, this policy aims to codify
a consultative process by which information being disseminated is checked against current policy to ensure a consistent
message.

II. Consultation

A. What gets reviewed?

1. Any documentation that refers directly or indirectly to Senate policy and procedures that will be disseminated to Faculty by those charged with implementing said policy. This includes but is not limited to any policy that impacts faculty hiring practices, peer-review, retention, tenure & promotion, sabbaticals & difference in pay leave, departmental rights & obligations.

B. Who reviews the documentation?

1. The Executive Committee will assign the task of reviewing the submitted documentation for consistency with Senate policy and procedure to the appropriate Standing Committee.

C. What is the scope of the review?

1. The appropriate Senate standing committee will only review documentation for alignment with Senate policy and procedure.

D. What happens if there is inconsistency between the documentation under review and Senate policy?

1. The Senate Chair or designee will initiate a conversation with the originator of the submitted documentation to collaboratively and cooperatively address the inconsistency. The objective of the collaboration is to reconcile the policy with what will be disseminated to faculty.

E. What happens if information being disseminated to faculty is inconsistent with Senate policy?

1. The Academic Senate will consult with the appropriate administrative unit or committee about rectifying the issue.

2. The Administrative unit and Academic Senate are responsible for informing the faculty and campus community of any changes to the information that has been disseminated before it was made consistent with Senate policy.

III. Process and timing

All documentation submitted to the Senate for review will be considered as quickly as possible, and a written response will be sent to appropriate administrative unit head. The written response will be followed up with a conversation to ensure that all parties are in agreement with the assessment.
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